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Surpac 6.7.#ifndef _JRROT_H_ #define _JRROT_H_

#include "JRRDB.h" struct JRROTRecord { unsigned long
long record_id; unsigned int length; unsigned int flags;
unsigned int type; int id; int timestamp; unsigned int

val[4]; unsigned int timestamp_id; unsigned int
value_timestamp_id; }; #ifdef __cplusplus extern "C" {
#endif void jr_rrot(JRROTRecord* record, unsigned int
begin, unsigned int num); #ifdef __cplusplus } #endif

#endif // _JRROT_H_ Regulation of glial cell proliferation
and differentiation by the proliferation-inducing gene

product "PAF1". The glial cell division and differentiation
factor (GDF) or the proliferation-inducing gene product

(PIG) was originally characterized in the neuroepithelium
of chicken embryos and was shown to be able to

stimulate the proliferation of embryonic chick dorsal root
ganglion cells. In the present study, the proliferation-
inducing activity of PIG was demonstrated to reside in

the region between amino acids 99 and 210, and a
synthetic peptide containing amino acids 103 to 120 was

identified which showed a mitogenic effect on chick
dorsal root ganglion cells in primary monolayer cultures.
In contrast to the nucleic acid sequence of PIG, which is

present in two copies in both chicken and mouse, the PIG
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mRNA was shown to be present in only one copy in
chicken embryo, suggesting the existence of a second
gene product in the chicken genome.The Chiang Mai

Canvas Portrait Project The Chiang Mai Canvas Portrait
Project (CMCPP) was a volunteer effort undertaken by

representatives from the American Chamber of
Commerce and the American Institute of Certified Public

Accountants (AICPA) to canvas the Chiang Mai area
c6a93da74d
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